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Purpose

3

These guidelines describe essential elements of the medication-use evaluation (MUE) process

4

for healthcare organizations. These elements include a formal definition of MUE, a description

5

of indicators suggesting the need for an MUE, how to select medications and processes for

6

evaluation, common objectives of an MUE, typical steps in the process, the roles and

7

responsibilities of the interdisciplinary team, common problems and pitfalls, and useful

8

resources.

9
10

Goals, objectives, and definitions of MUE

11

MUE is an ongoing, systematic, and interdisciplinary performance improvement method that

12

has an overarching goal of optimizing patient outcomes through evaluating and improving

13

medication-use processes across all practice settings.1 Various terms have been employed to

14

describe programs intended to achieve this goal; in addition to MUE, drug use evaluation (DUE)

15

and drug utilization review (DUR) have also been used.1-3 Although these terms are sometimes

16

used interchangeably, MUE may be differentiated in that it emphasizes improving patient

17

outcomes and quality of life, whereas DUE and DUR generally refer to a criteria-based

18

assessment of appropriate medication-use processes and prescribing.3

19

Historically, ASHP has considered MUE to encompass DUE in its broadest application,1

20

so these guidelines use MUE as the preferred term. The distinction between the terms may be

21

viewed as somewhat arbitrary, as the results of any specific MUE can suggest improvements in
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22

therapeutic outcomes or medication-use processes, or both. For example, an MUE may focus

23

on patient-centered therapeutic outcomes (e.g., clinical events, quality of life), falling under

24

some definitions of MUE, or the MUE may focus on elements of the medication-use process

25

(e.g., prescribing, dispensing), falling under some definitions of DUE. The initial MUE may

26

identify suboptimal therapeutic outcomes experienced by patients, which may trigger a

27

separate MUE (or DUE, depending on one’s preferred terminology) focused on aspects of the

28

medication-use process, and vice versa. Specific objectives, examples of MUE designs, and their

29

foci (i.e., therapeutic or process outcomes) are presented in Table 1.

30
31

Performance improvement framework

32

Healthcare organizations routinely use specific performance improvement methods (e.g., Lean

33

or Six Sigma) to improve safety, efficacy, quality, and efficiency in patient care. These methods

34

may be applied in the setting of MUE, which can be considered one component of a

35

performance improvement program. Performance improvement methods generally consist of

36

steps that may fall in the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) model framework (Figure 1).4 These steps

37

include:

38



Plan: define or clarify the problem, measure the baseline performance, analyze the root
cause, and identify corrective actions;

39
40



Do: implement improvements;

41



Study/check: evaluate the results; and

42



Act: determine what changes are needed moving forward and implement those

43

changes.
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The steps in the PDSA model may need to be repeated in an ongoing, systematic manner.

45
46

Indicators suggesting a need for an MUE

47

The occurrence of certain events in a stage of the medication-use process may indicate

48

opportunities to improve medication use and justify undertaking an MUE (Table 2).1,5 Generally,

49

these events may represent trends or deviations in medication use within a health system,

50

availability or discontinuation of drugs, or new knowledge regarding drug therapy.

51
52

Prioritizing medications and medication-use processes for evaluation

53

The indicators described above may reveal specific medications or medication-use processes

54

that should be evaluated in an MUE. The following characteristics may help prioritize the

55

selection of a particular medication or medication-use process, based on its magnitude or

56

severity of effect on patients or the medication-use system.

57
58



treatment of patients who may be at high risk for adverse reactions.

59
60





65

The medication or process affects a large number of patients, or the medication is
frequently prescribed.

63
64

The medication interacts with another medication, food, or diagnostic procedure in a
way that presents a significant health risk.

61
62

The medication is known or suspected to cause adverse reactions, or is used in the



The medication or process is a critical component of care for a specific disease,
condition, or procedure.
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The medication is potentially toxic or causes discomfort at normal doses.

67



The medication is most effective when used in a specific way.

68



The medication is under consideration for formulary retention, addition, or deletion.

69



The medication has been the subject of a Food and Drug Administration recall, safety
alert, or market withdrawal.

70
71



The medication or process is one for which its use would have a negative effect or no
impact on patient outcomes.

72
73

4



Use of the medication or process is expensive.

74
75

Steps of the MUE process

76

Although specific approaches vary with the practice setting and patient populations being

77

served, many steps common to MUE fall within the previously mentioned cyclical PDSA model

78

framework for process improvement (Figure 1). In addition, the organizational authority for the

79

MUE process itself should be established, and subject matter experts and representative

80

stakeholders should be engaged.6,7 Healthcare professionals (and others as necessary) in the

81

affected practice setting(s) should be informed about the objectives and expected benefits of

82

the MUE. An in-depth analysis of important aspects of medication use should be used to set

83

priorities for the MUE. The effectiveness of the MUE process itself should be regularly assessed,

84

and improvement should be incorporated as necessary.

85

The success of an MUE process should be assessed in terms of improved patient

86

outcomes. Medication-use system changes that evolve from MUE findings should be developed

87

by the departments and medical services with responsibility for providing care, rather than
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88

solely through a committee having oversight for MUE (e.g., pharmacy and therapeutics [P&T]

89

committee). Typical follow-up actions based on MUE findings include information-sharing and

90

education (e.g., newsletters, seminars, clinical care guidelines) and changes to existing policies,

91

but some MUEs may suggest more reliable and sustainable tools for change, such as software

92

technology, forcing functions (e.g., hard stops, automatic conversions), standardization of

93

equipment, and visual aids. Punitive reactions to quality concerns are often counterproductive;

94

it is important to communicate and commend positive achievements (care that meets or

95

exceeds expectations) and improvements as well.

96

Because MUEs generally fall within the scope of quality assurance or quality

97

improvement (QA/QI) and are typically not designed to expand the knowledge base of a

98

scientific discipline, they generally do not constitute research.8 However, although not

99

inherent to its purpose, an MUE may sometimes fall within the scope of research when it is

100

designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge. Individual institutions should

101

obtain the necessary approvals based on the institution’s guidelines for QI assessments and

102

research protocols. Furthermore, it is not beyond the QA/QI scope to have the results

103

published or shared at professional meetings outside the institution. Local governing groups

104

should be consulted for external publication and presentation requirements. Most peer-

105

reviewed journals do require, at a minimum, a statement regarding review or exemption by an

106

institutional review board.

107
108

Roles and responsibilities in the MUE process

109

The roles of pharmacists and other healthcare professionals in MUE may vary according to
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110

practice setting, organizational goals, and available resources. The organizational body (e.g.,

111

quality management or QI committee, P&T committee) responsible for the MUE process should

112

have, at a minimum, prescriber, pharmacist, nurse, and administrator or healthcare system

113

representation. Other healthcare professionals and subject matter experts should contribute

114

their unique perspectives when the evaluation and improvement process addresses their areas

115

of expertise and responsibility. Ad hoc committees or temporary working groups, which include

116

at a minimum a pharmacist and subject matter expert(s) can be assigned to develop MUEs for

117

specific QI efforts.

118

QI programs with a high degree of interdisciplinary participation provide an optimal

119

mechanism to conduct MUEs. Although other disciplines should be encouraged to assist in

120

development of MUEs, pharmacists, by virtue of their expertise and mission to ensure

121

appropriate medication use, remain the primary healthcare professional responsible for the

122

development and coordination of MUEs. Pharmacists should continue to exert leadership and

123

work collaboratively with other members of the healthcare team in the ongoing MUE process.

124

The responsibilities of pharmacists in the MUE process should include:

125



with the health system’s overall goals and resource capabilities.

126
127

Developing an operational plan for MUE programs and processes that are consistent



Working collaboratively with prescribers, subject matter expert(s), and others to

128

develop criteria for specific medications and to design effective medication-use

129

processes and assessments.

130
131



Ensuring optimal input from subject matter expert(s) and interdisciplinary groups in the
design of the MUE efforts, when possible.
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Reviewing individual medication utilization against medication-use criteria and
consulting with prescribers and others in the process as needed.

133
134



Managing MUE programs and processes.

135



Collecting, analyzing, and evaluating patient-specific data to identify, resolve, and

136

prevent medication-related problems, enhance medication effectiveness, and improve

137

patient outcomes.

138



Ensuring the integrity of the collected data.

139



Interpreting and reporting MUE findings and recommending changes in medication-use
processes.

140
141



Providing information and education based on MUE findings.

142



Assisting in implementation of optimal findings in the facility or healthcare system.

143



Ensuring that development of MUEs emphasizes QI versus research.

144
145

Common problems and pitfalls

146

Common problems and pitfalls to avoid in performing MUE activities are presented in Table 3.

147

These often involve lack of interdisciplinary involvement, including authoritative medical staff;

148

poor documentation and communication of the MUE process; and inadequate education of

149

affected staff regarding outcomes of the MUE and improvements to the medication-use

150

system.

151
152

Conclusion

153

These guidelines describe essential elements of the MUE process for healthcare organizations.
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MUE is an ongoing, systematic, and interdisciplinary performance improvement method that

155

has an overarching goal of optimizing patient outcomes through evaluating and improving

156

medication-use processes. MUE may be considered one component of a performance

157

improvement program, and its steps may be described using the PDSA model framework. The

158

occurrence of certain events in a stage of the medication-use process may indicate

159

opportunities to improve medication use and justify undertaking an MUE, and the

160

characteristics provided may help prioritize the selection of a particular medication or

161

medication-use process for MUE. The success of an MUE process should be assessed in terms

162

of improved patient outcomes, one of which may be lower cost. Interdisciplinary participation

163

is crucial to successful MUEs. Although other disciplines should be encouraged to participate

164

in MUEs, pharmacists remain the primary healthcare professional responsible for the

165

development and coordination of MUEs due to their expertise and mission to ensure

166

appropriate medication use.
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Table 1. Common MUE objectives, example MUEs, and type of outcome (therapeutic or process)
Objective
Example MUE
Promoting optimal
medication therapy

Improve patient
safety
Standardize therapy
to reduce variation

Compare efficacy before and after introduction of a biosimilar therapeutic substitution
policy
Evaluate the frequency of patients who qualified, but did not receive, an approved
therapeutic substitution
Evaluate the incidence of major bleeding in patients treated with thrombolytic therapy
Evaluate the frequency of use of thrombolytic therapy in inappropriate candidates

Compare rates of adverse events in patients receiving standard vs highly concentrated
vasopressor infusions
Evaluate the prescribing frequency of concentrations outside of the standard concentration
policy for vasopressors
Optimize drug therapy Determine the time in therapeutic international normalized ratio range in patients treated
with warfarin
Evaluate the frequency of appropriate warfarin dose changes when an interacting
medication was introduced
Assess value of
Compare the rates of blood pressure control in a physician- vs. pharmacist-managed
innovative practices
hypertension service
Evaluate the frequency of physician referral to a pharmacist-led hypertension management
service
Meet quality or
Determine the percentage of patients with heart failure readmitted after discharge
regulatory standards
Determine the percentage of patients receiving required medication discharge education
Minimize costs
Compare infection cure rates before versus after involvement of an antimicrobial
stewardship pharmacist
Compare costs of antimicrobial therapy before versus after involvement of an antimicrobial
stewardship pharmacist

Therapeutic or Process
Outcome
Therapeutic
Process
Therapeutic
Process
Therapeutic
Process
Therapeutic
Process
Therapeutic
Process
Therapeutic
Process
Therapeutic
Process
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Table 2. Indicators of need for MUE at different steps in the medication-use process
Step
Indicator
 Market entry or withdrawal of approved drug products used in the medication-use system
 Regulatory actions such as drug recalls, market withdrawals, or safety alerts
 Publication of guidelines or high-impact studies that may change treatment patterns
 New organizational interventions to improve medication therapy, such as changes to protocols or
Prescribing
formularies
 Changes in use of, or requests for, nonformulary medications
 Changes to pharmacy clinical services to improve medication therapy
 Changes in quality indicators, such as those published by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, or
other regulatory or accrediting bodies
Dispensing  Signs of process failures, such as wasted medication or delayed medication delivery
Administration  Medication misadventures related to medication delivery systems
 Adverse events, including medication errors, preventable adverse drug reactions, and toxicity
 Signs of treatment failures, such as unexpected readmissions and bacterial resistance to anti-infective
Monitoring
therapy
 Patient dissatisfaction or deterioration in quality of life attributable to drug therapy
 Drug shortages requiring replacement of therapeutic substitution
Systems
 Diversion of controlled substances
Management and
 Lack of standardization or confusion within the medication use process
Control
 Changes in cost or spending on drugs used within the medication use system
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Table 3. Problems, pitfalls, and barriers to completing a successful MUE
Category
Explanation
Lack of authority
An MUE process that does not involve the medical staff is likely to be ineffective. Authoritative medical
staff support and formal organizational recognition of the MUE process are necessary to support changes
and incorporate best practices.
Lack of organization
Without a clear definition of the roles and responsibilities of individuals involved to complete tasks and
reach milestones, an MUE process may not succeed.
Poor communication
Everyone included in the MUE process should understand its importance to the health system, its goals,
and its procedures. The pharmacist should manage the MUE process and have the responsibility and
authority to ensure timely communication among all professionals involved in the MUE process. Criteria
for medication use should be communicated to all affected professionals prior to the evaluation of care.
MUE activity should be a standing agenda item for appropriate quality-of-care committees responsible
for aspects of medication use.
Poor documentation
MUE activities should be well documented, including summaries of MUE actions with respect to
individual medication orders and the findings and conclusions from collective evaluations.
Documentation should address recommendations made and follow-up actions.
Lack of involvement
The MUE process is not a one-person task, nor is it the responsibility of a single department or
professional group. Medication-use criteria should be developed through an interdisciplinary consensus
process. Lack of administrative support can severely limit the effectiveness of MUE. The benefits of MUE
should be conveyed in terms of improving patient outcomes and minimizing health-system costs.
Lack of follow-through A one-time study or evaluation independent of the overall MUE process will have limited success in
improving patient outcomes. The effectiveness of initial actions must be assessed and the action plan
adjusted if necessary. It is important not to lose sight of the improvement goals.
Evaluation
Data collection should not consume so much time that patient care activities suffer. Interventions that
methodology that
can improve care for an individual patient should not be withheld because of the sampling technique or
impedes patient care
evaluation methodology.
Lack of readily
Collaboration with analytics or information solutions teams should occur to ensure the majority of
retrievable data or
discrete data fields are generated through reporting mechanisms. MUE group members completing chart
discrepancies in data
abstraction should be trained so their collection methodologies are accurate and consistent.
abstraction
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Lack of hard-wired
corrective actions
Lack of education

13

When sub-optimal processes are uncovered, corrective actions should be hard-wired (e.g., forcing
functions in the electronic health record) whenever possible. Remedies relying on education and provider
memory are often ineffective in promoting lasting change.
If results from a MUE are not disseminated through the education of appropriate staff, a change in
process or patient care will not occur.
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2. DO

•
•
•
•

Establish the team responsible for the MUE
Receive necessary approvals (e.g., IRB, P&T)
Provide training to the team conducting MUE
Determine need for MUE, key questions,
objectives, outcomes, and timeline
• Determine methodology (e.g., sample size,
inclusion/exclusion criteria), and data
collection and analysis procedures

• Collect data and perform
intermittent progress evaluations
• Generate results using
predetermined analyses

PDSA
• Based on MUE findings, develop/implement
improvement(s) to the medication-use
process
• Communicate findings of the MUE and its
resulting action to affected parties

4. ACT

• Analyze data using appropriate methods
• Share MUE results using appropriate visual
and summary reports with the MUE team
and key stakeholders
• Consider MUE results in the context of the
MUE objective
• Consider potential publication of MUE
results outside the institution if appropriate

3. STUDY

Figure 1. Components of the plan-do-study-act (PDSA) model applied to MUE. IRB, internal review board; P&T, pharmacy and therapeutics committee.

